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Abstract—Static single assignment (SSA) form is an intermediate program representation in which many code optimizations can be performed with fast and easy-to-implement algorithms. However, some of these optimizations create situations where the SSA variables arising from the same original variable now have overlapping live ranges. This complicates the translation out of SSA code into standard code. There are three issues to consider: correctness, code quality (elimination of copies), and algorithm efficiency (speed and memory footprint). Briggs et al. proposed patches to correct the initial approach of Cytron et al. A cleaner and more general approach was proposed by Sreedhar et al., along with techniques to reduce the number of generated copies. We propose a new approach based on coalescing and a precise view of interferences, in which correctness and optimizations are separated. Our approach is provably correct and simpler to implement, with no patches or particular cases as in previous solutions, while reducing the number of generated copies. Also, experiments with SPEC CINT2000 show that it is 2x faster and 10x less memory-consuming than the Method III of Sreedhar et al., which makes it suitable for just-in-time compilation.

I. INTRODUCTION

SSA form [1] is a popular intermediate code representation used in modern compilers. Each variable is defined once and \( \phi \)-functions are used to merge the values at join points of the control flow graph. The properties of the underlying dominance tree [2] and the implied use-def chains make possible the use of efficient, simple, and fast algorithms for various code optimizations in SSA. However, designing a correct algorithm and developing a bug-free implementation to go out of general SSA is not so easy, especially when taking into account critical edges, branches that define variables, register renaming constraints, and the natural semantics of \( \phi \)-functions as parallel copies. Some compilers restrict SSA to CSSA [3] (conventional SSA), as going out of it is straightforward. In CSSA, all SSA variables connected (possibly by transitivity) by \( \phi \)-functions have non-overlapping live ranges. They can thus be all replaced by the same name without changing the semantics of the code, like with code obtained just after SSA construction. However, restricting to CSSA means either disabling many SSA optimizations (as in GCC or Jikes [1]) with a potential loss in code quality, or pushing the burden on the SSA optimizations designer, who must guarantee that CSSA and register renaming constraints are correctly maintained. A general mechanism to go out of SSA is preferable. Correctness and ease of implementation are the first issues to address.

In addition to correctness, it is important to design fast algorithms for SSA construction and destruction, and not only for static compilation. Indeed, as optimizations in SSA are fast and powerful, SSA is increasingly used in just-in-time (JIT) compilers that operate on a high-level target-independent program representation such as Java bytecode, CLI bytecode (.NET MSIL), or LLVM bitcode. Most existing JIT compilers also save time by including only the essential tasks of code generation: instruction selection, flow analyzes, register allocation [4]. These tasks are complemented by the binary encoding and the link editing required for creating executable native code. Register allocation often relies on "linear scan" techniques [5], [6], [7], [8] in order to save compilation time and space by avoiding interference graphs. Similarly, instruction scheduling is usually reduced to post-pass scheduling [9]. Pre-pass scheduling is applied only where predicted or found beneficial [10], [11].

For SSA, it is important to consider with care the cost of its construction, the increase of the universe of variable names, and the cost of out-of-SSA translation. For the construction, simple and fast algorithms exist [12], [13]. It is also possible to encode SSA directly in bytecode, with an acceptable code size increase [14]. Unfortunately, increasing the number of variable names has a negative impact on the computation/storage of the liveness sets and the interference graph (if used), especially if the latter is implemented as a bit matrix to support fast queries. A naive translation out of SSA further increases the number of new variables and the code size, because \( \phi \)-functions are replaced by variables and copies from/to these variables. A solution is to introduce copies on the fly and only when needed during the out-of-SSA translation, as in the Method III of Sreedhar et al. [3]. In order to eliminate copies or to avoid introducing them, some interference information, and thus some liveness information, is required. Budimić et al. [15] proposed an out-of-SSA mechanism more suitable for JIT compilation, based on the notion of dominance forest, which reduces the number of interference tests and does not require an interference graph. Finally, fast liveness checking [16] for SSA can also be used to avoid the expensive computation of liveness sets by data-flow analysis. However, no solution proposed so far integrates all these optimizations.

In light of previous work, our primary goal was to design a new out-of-SSA translation, suitable for JIT compilation, thus
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focused on speed and memory footprint of the algorithms, as previous approaches were not fully satisfactory. However, to make this possible, we had to revisit the way out-of-SSA translation is conceptually modeled. We then realized that our framework also addresses correctness of the translation and quality of the generated code. The next section defines the needed SSA concepts more precisely, motivates the need for revisiting out-of-SSA translation, and gives an overview of our method and its various options. Beforehand, here is a summary of the contributions of this paper:

**Coalescing-based formulation** We propose a conceptually simple approach for out-of-SSA translation based on “coalescing” (a term used in register allocation when merging two non-interfering live ranges). Thanks to this formulation, our technique is provably-correct, generic, easy to implement, and can benefit from register allocation techniques. In particular, we handle register renaming constraints (dedicated registers, calling conventions, etc.).

**Value-based interferences** A unique feature of our method is that we exploit the fact that SSA variables are uniquely defined, thus have only one value, to define a more accurate definition of interferences, generalizing the techniques of Chaitin et al. [17] and of Sreedhar et al. [3]. All our algorithms can be applied with the traditional interference definition as well as our value-based definition.

**Parallel copies** Our technique exploits the semantics of \( \phi \)-functions, i.e., with parallel copies. This makes the implementation easier and gives more freedom for coalescing. At some point, parallel copies must be converted as sequences of copies. We designed an optimal algorithm (in terms of number of copies) for this sequentialization.

**Linear intersection check** During the algorithm, we need to check interferences between two sets of coalesced variables. We propose an algorithm, linear in the number of variables, while previous algorithms were quadratic.

**Speed/memory optimizations** To reduce memory footprint, we can avoid the need for explicit liveness sets and/or interference graph. Also, as in Method III of Sreedhar et al. [3], our algorithm can be adapted to insert copies on the fly, only when needed, to speed up the algorithm.

II. Why revisiting out-of-SSA translation approaches?

The translation out of SSA has already been addressed, so why a new method? First, we want to rely on a provably-correct method, generic, simple to implement, without special cases and patches, and in which correctness and code quality (performance and size) are conceptually separated. Second, we need to develop a technique that can be fast and not too memory-consuming, without compromising correctness and code quality. Let us first go back to previous approaches.

Translation out of SSA was first mentioned by Cytron et al. [1, Page 478]: “Naively, a k-input \( \phi \)-function at entrance of a node \( X \) can be replaced by \( k \) ordinary assignments, one at the end of each control flow predecessor of \( X \). This is always correct, but these ordinary statements sometimes perform a good deal of useless work. If the naive replacement is preceded by dead code elimination and then followed by coloring, however, the resulting code is efficient”. In other words, copies are placed in predecessor basic blocks to emulate the \( \phi \)-function semantics and Chaitin-style coalescing [17] (as in register allocation) is used to remove some of them.

Although this naive translation seems, at first sight, correct, Briggs et al. [12] pointed subtle errors due to parallel copies and/or critical edges in the control flow graph. Two typical situations are identified, the “lost copy problem” and the “swap problem”, some patches are proposed to handle them correctly, and a “more complicated algorithm that includes liveness analysis and a pre-order walk over the dominator tree” (Page 880) is quickly presented for the general cases, but with neither a discussion of complexity, nor a correctness proof. Nevertheless, according to the authors, this solution “cures the problems that (they) have seen in practice” (Page 879).

The first solution, both simple and correct, was proposed by Sreedhar et al. [3]. In addition to the copies at the end of each control flow predecessor, they insert another copy at the entry of the basic block for each \( \phi \)-function. This simple mechanism, detailed hereafter, is sufficient to make the translation always correct, except for the special cases described later. Several strategies are then proposed to introduce as few copies as possible, including a special rule to eliminate more copies than with standard coalescing so that “copies that it places cannot be eliminated by the standard interference graph based coalescing algorithm” [3, Page 196]. This last (also unproved) claim turns out to be correct, but only for the particular way copies are inserted, i.e., always after the previously-inserted copies in the same basic block. Also, the way coalescing is handled is again more a patch, driven by implementation considerations, than a conceptual choice. We will come back to this point later. Nevertheless, our technique is largely inspired by the various algorithms of Sreedhar et al.

In other words, these previous approaches face some conceptual subtleties that make them sometimes incorrect, incomplete, overly pessimistic, or too expensive. This is mostly due to the fact that a clean definition of interference for variables involved in a \( \phi \)-function is missing, while it is needed both for correctness (for adding necessary copies) and for code quality (for coalescing useless copies). Our first contribution, beyond algorithmic improvements, is to address this key point. Thanks to this interference definition, we develop a clean out-of-SSA translation approach, in which correctness and optimization are not intermixed. The resulting implementation is much simpler, has no special cases, and we can even develop fast algorithms for each independent phase, without compromising the quality of results. Before detailing our contributions, we first explain the basics of out-of-SSA translation, with copy insertion and coalescing, and its intrinsic subtleties.

A. Correctness of \( \phi \)-functions elimination with copy insertion

Consider a \( \phi \)-function \( a_0 = \phi(a_1, \ldots, a_n) \) placed at entry of a basic block \( B_0 \); \( a_0 \) takes the value of \( a_i \) if the control-flow comes from the \( i \)-th predecessor basic block of \( B_0 \). If \( a_0, \ldots, a_n \) can be given the same name without changing the
program semantics, the $\phi$-function can be eliminated. When this property is true, the SSA form is said to be conventional (CSSA) [3]. This is not always the case, in particular after copy propagation or code motion, as some of the $a_i$ may “interfere”. The technique of Sreedhar et al. [3] consists in three steps: a) translate SSA into CSSA, thanks to the introduction of copies; b) eliminate redundant copies; c) eliminate $\phi$-functions and leave CSSA. In their Method I, the translation into CSSA is as follows. For each $\phi$-function $a_0 = \phi(a_1, \ldots, a_n)$ at entry of block $B_0$, with predecessor blocks $B_1, 1 \leq i \leq n$:

- $n + 1$ new variables $a'_0, \ldots, a'_n$ are introduced;
- a copy $a'_i = a_i$ is placed at the end of $B_i$;
- a copy $a_0 = a'_0$ is placed just after all $\phi$-functions in $B_0$;
- the $\phi$-function is replaced by $a'_0 = \phi(a'_1, \ldots, a'_n)$.

If, because of different $\phi$-functions, several copies are introduced at the same place, they should be viewed as parallel copies. This is what Sreedhar et al. do in all their methods.

**Lemma 1:** If copies are placed in the predecessor blocks after any definition in them, then the introduction of the new variables $a'_i$ and the corresponding copies, for all $\phi$-functions, transform the code in CSSA form. In other words, replacing all variables $a'_i$ by a new unique variable for each $\phi$-function and removing all $\phi$-functions is a correct out-of-SSA translation.

**Proof:** After insertion of copies, the code semantics is preserved. The variable $a_i$ is copied (after its definition) into $a'_i$, then fed into the new $\phi$-function to create $a'_0$, which is finally copied into $a_0$. All names are different, thus do not create any definition conflict. To show that the code is in CSSA, note that the variables $a'_i$ have very short live ranges. The variables $a'_i$, for $i > 0$, are defined at the very end of disjoint blocks $B_i$, thus none is live at the definition of another: they do not interfere. The same is true for $a'_0$ whose live range is located at the very beginning of $B_0$, even if $B_0$ may be equal to $B_i$ for some $i$. The $n + 1$ variables $a'_i$ are never simultaneously live on a given execution path, so they can share the same variable name. 

Lemma 1 explains why the proposal of Cytron et al. was wrong. Without the copy from $a'_0$ to $a_0$, the $\phi$-function defines directly $a_0$ whose live range can be long enough to intersect the live range of some $a'_i, i > 0$, if $a_0$ is live out of the block $B_i$ where $a'_i$ is defined. Two cases are possible: either $a_0$ is used in a successor of $B_i \neq B_0$, in which case the edge from $B_i$ to $B_0$ is critical (as in the “lost copy problem”), or $a_0$ is used in $B_0$ as a $\phi$-function argument (as in the “swap problem”). In this latter case, if parallel copies are used, $a_0$ is dead before $a'_i$ is defined but, if copies are sequentialized blindly, the live range of $a_0$ can go beyond the definition point of $a'_i$ and lead to incorrect code after renaming $a_0$ and $a'_i$ with the same name.

So, the trick is to split the definition of the $\phi$-function itself with one new variable at the block entry, in addition to copies traditionally inserted at the end of predecessor blocks. Then, in the method of Sreedhar et al., the copy involving $a'_i$ is considered useless depending on the intersection of its live range with the live-out set of the block $B_i$. However, there is a first subtlety. Depending on the branch instruction, the copies cannot always be inserted at the very end of the block, i.e., after all variables uses and definitions. For example, for a $\phi$-function after a conditional branch that uses a variable $u$, the copies are inserted before the use of $u$. Thus, the intersection check must be done with $u$ also, otherwise some incorrect code can be generated. Consider the SSA code in Figure 1(a), which is not CSSA. As $u$ is not live-out of block $B_2$, the optimized algorithm (Method III) of Sreedhar et al. considers that it is sufficient to insert a copy $v'$ of $v$ at the end of $B_2$. But the copy has to be inserted before the branch, so before the use of $u$ (Figure 1(b)) and the code is still not CSSA since $u$ and $v'$ interfere. Removing the $\phi$-function, i.e., giving the same name to $w, u,$ and $v'$ leads to the incorrect code of Figure 1(c). This problem is never mentioned in the literature. Fortunately, it is easy to correct it by considering the intersection with the set of variables live just after the point of copy insertion (here the live-out set plus $u$) instead of just the live-out set of the block.

There is a more tricky case, when the basic block contains variables defined after the point of copy insertion. This is the case for some DSP-like branch instructions with a behavior similar to hardware looping. In addition to the condition, a counter $u$ is decremented by the instruction itself. If $u$ is used in a $\phi$-function in a direct successor block, no copy insertion can split its live range. It must then be given the same name as the variable defined by the $\phi$-function. If both variables interfere, this is just impossible! To solve the problem, the SSA optimization could be designed with more care, or the counter
variable must not be promoted to SSA, or some instruction must be changed, or the control-flow edge must be split somehow. This point has never been mentioned before: out-of-SSA translation by copy insertion alone is not always possible, depending on the branch instructions and the particular case of interferences. For example, suppose that for the code of Figure 2(a), the instruction selection chooses a branch with decrement (denoted Br_dec) for Block $B_1$ (Figure 2(b)). Then, the $\phi$-function of Block $B_2$, which uses $u$, cannot be translated out of SSA by standard copy insertion because $u$ interferes with $t_1$ and its live range cannot be split. To go out of SSA, one could add $t_1 = u - 1$ in Block $B_1$ to anticipate the branch. Or one could split the critical edge between $B_1$ and $B_2$ as in Figure 2(c). In other words, simple copy insertions as in the model of Sreedhar et al. is not enough in this case.

These different situations illustrate again why out-of-SSA translation must be analyzed with care, to address correctness even before thinking of code optimization. Aggressive SSA optimizations can indeed make out-of-SSA translation tricky.

**B. Going out of CSSA: a coalescing problem**

Once the copies are inserted as in Section II-A, the code is in CSSA, except for the special cases of branch with definition explained above. Then, going out of CSSA is straightforward: all variables involved in a $\phi$-function can be given the same name and the $\phi$-functions can be removed. This solves the correctness aspect. To improve the code however, it is important to remove as many copies as possible. This can be treated with classic coalescing as CSSA is equivalent to standard code: liveness and interferences can be defined as for regular code (with parallel copies). The difference is that the number of introduced copies and of new variables can be artificially large, which can be too costly especially if an interference graph is used. Sreedhar et al. proposed several improvements: introducing copies only when variables interfere and updating conservatively the interference graph (Method II), a more involved algorithm that uses updates liveness information (Method III), a special SSA-based coalescing, useful to complement Method I and Method II but useless after Method III. All these techniques rely on the explicit representation of congruence classes that partition the program variables into sets of variables coalesced together.

But why relying on special coalescing rules depending on the method? Actually, once the code is in CSSA, the optimization problem is a standard aggressive coalescing problem (i.e., with no constraints on the number of target variables) and heuristics exist for this NP-complete problem [19], [20]. The fact that the code is in SSA does not make it simpler or special. Also, Method III, even though it was primarily designed for speed, turns out to give better results than Method I followed by coalescing. This is because Sreedhar et al. rely on a too conservative definition of interferences to decide if two variables can be coalesced. As Section III-A will show, it is better to exploit the SSA properties to identify when two variables have the same value: in this case, they do not interfere even if their live ranges intersect. Then, with this intrinsic definition of interferences, there is no point to compare, in terms of quality of results, a method that introduces all copies first as in Method I or on the fly as in Method III. They should be equivalent. Furthermore, this definition of interferences is more accurate, thus more copies can be removed.

Another weakness in Sreedhar et al. model is that copies are inserted in a particular sequential order at the end or entry of basic blocks. We prefer to stick to the SSA semantics, i.e., to use parallel copies (all uses are read before any write occurs). We then sequentialize these copies, once we know which remain. The interest is twofold. First, with sequential copies, some additional interferences between the corresponding variables appear, which hinders coalescing, especially in case of additional register constraints. Second, with parallel copies, we avoid a tricky update of liveness information: copies are handled in a uniform way. This is fundamental to reduce the
engineering effort. We now illustrate our mechanism on the two classic examples, the swap and the lost copy problems.

Consider the code in Figure 3(a). Copies $u_i$ (for the first $\phi$-function) and $v_j$ (for the second) are inserted to go to CSSA, see Figure 3(b). The interference graph is built and the variables $u_0$, $u_1$, and $u_2$ (resp. $v_0$, $v_1$, and $v_2$) are immediately coalesced into a new variable $u$ (resp. $v$), as depicted in Figure 3(c). Affinities are represented with dotted lines. Aggressive coalescing can always coalesce $a_1$ with $u$ and $b_1$ with $v$, then either $u$ is coalesced with $a_2$ and $v$ with $b_2$ (the solution depicted), or the converse. In both cases, the final program contains a single swap, which can be materialized as in Figure 3(d), thanks to copy sequentialization. Here an extra copy is used, unless an instruction can perform a swap.

Now, consider the code in Figure 4(a). Copies are inserted to go to CSSA, see Figure 4(b). The copy between $u$ and $x_2$ cannot be eliminated as $u$ and $x_2$ interfere as Figure 4(c) shows. However, all other copies can be removed to get the code of Figure 4(d). If the back-edge is split and the copy from $x_3$ to $u$ placed on the new block, $u$ does not interfere with $x_3$ anymore. However, as $x_2$ and $x_3$ interfere, only one of the two copies $x_2 \rightarrow u$ and $x_3 \rightarrow u$ can be eliminated. Each choice leads to a different out-of-SSA code.

In conclusion, with a more accurate interference definition, the use of parallel copies, a standard coalescing algorithm to remove copies, we get what we need: a conceptually simple approach, provably correct, in which correctness and optimization are separated. This is of high importance for implementing SSA without bugs in an industrial compiler.

III. KEY POINTS OF THE OUT-OF-SSA TRANSFORMATION

We can now give an overview of the general process before detailing each individual step. Conceptually, our out-of-SSA translation process comprises four successive phases:

1) Insert parallel copies for all $\phi$-functions as in Method I of Sreedhar et al. and coalesce all $\phi_i$ together.
2) Build the interference graph with an accurate definition of interference, using the “SSA value” of variables.
3) Coalesce aggressively, maybe with renaming constraints.
4) Sequentialize parallel copies, possibly with one more variable and some additional copies, in case of swaps.

Step 1 was presented in Section II-A. We now detail Steps 2, 3, and 4 in Sections III-A, III-B, and III-C respectively. Also, thanks to the independence between correctness (Step 1) and optimization (Step 3), we propose algorithms that make the whole process fast enough for just-in-time compilation. They are described in Section IV: fast live range intersection test (Section IV-A), fast interference test and node merging (Section IV-B), “virtualization” of initial copy insertion (Section IV-C), i.e., copy insertion on the fly as in Method III of Sreedhar et al. With these techniques, we can even avoid to build the liveness sets and the interference graph, for a gain in memory footprint too.

A. Live range intersection and equality of values

It is common to find in the literature the following definition of interference “two variables interfere if their live ranges intersect” (e.g. in [21], [15], [22]) or its refinement “two variables interfere if one is live at a definition point of the other” (e.g. in [23]). In fact, $a$ and $b$ interfere only if they cannot be stored in a common register. Chaitin et al. discuss more precisely the “ultimate notion of interference” [17]: $a$ and $b$ cannot be stored in a common register if there exists an execution point where $a$ and $b$ carry two different values that are both defined, used in the future, and not redefined between their definition and use. This definition of interference contains two dynamic (i.e., related to the execution) notions: the notion of liveness and the notion of value. Analyzing statically if a variable is live at a given execution point is a difficult problem. This can be approximated (quite accurately in practice) using data flow reaching definition and upward exposed use [2]. In SSA with the dominance property – in which each use is dominated by its unique definition, so it is defined – upward exposed use analysis is sufficient. The notion of value is even harder, but may be approximated using data-flow analysis on specific lattices [24], [25]. This has been extensively studied in particular in the context of partial redundancy elimination. The scope of variable coalescing is usually not so large, and Chaitin proposed a simpler conservative test: two variables interfere if one is live at a definition point of the other and this definition is not a copy between the two variables. This interference notion is the most commonly used, see for
example how the interference graph is computed in [2].

Chaitin et al. noticed that, with this conservative interference
definition, when \( a \) and \( b \) are coalesced, the set of interferences of
the new variable may be strictly smaller than the union
of interferences of \( a \) and \( b \). Thus, simply merging the two
	corresponding nodes in the interference graph is an over-
approximation with respect to the interference definition.

For example, in a block with two successive copies
\( b = a \) and \( c = a \) where \( a \) is defined before, and \( b \) and \( c \) (and possibly \( a \))
are used after, it is considered that \( b \) and \( c \) interfere but that
none of them interfere with \( a \). However, after coalescing \( a \) and \( b \), \( c \) should not interfere anymore with the coalesced
variable. Hence, the interference graph has to be updated or
rebuilt. Chaitin et al. [17] proposed a counting mechanism,
rediscovered in [26], to update the interference graph, but it
was considered to be too space consuming. Recomputing it
from time to time was preferred [17], [23]. Since then, most
coalecting techniques based on graph coloring use either live
range intersection graph [3], [15] or Chaitin’s interference
graph with reconstructions [21], [27].

However, in SSA, each variable has, statically, a unique
value, given by its intrinsic definition. Furthermore, the “has-
the-same-value” binary relation defined on variables is an
equivalence relation. This property is used in SSA dominance-

copied folding and global value numbering [28]. The
value of an equivalence class is the variable whose definition
dominates the definitions of all other variables in the class.

Hence, using the same scheme as in SSA copy folding, finding
the value of a variable can be done by a simple topological
traversal of the dominance tree: when reaching an assignment
of a variable \( b \), if the instruction is a copy \( b = a \), \( V(b) \) is
set to \( V(a) \), otherwise \( V(b) \) is set to \( b \). The interference test
in both cases is simple and accurate (no need to rebuild/update
after a coalescing): if \( \text{live}(x) \) denotes the set of program points
where \( x \) is live, \( a \) interfere with \( b \) if \( \text{live}(a) \) intersects \( \text{live}(b) \)
and \( V(a) \neq V(b) \). (The first part reduces to \( \text{def}(a) \subseteq \text{live}(b) \)
or \( \text{def}(b) \subseteq \text{live}(a) \) thanks to the dominance property [15].)
In the previous example, \( a \), \( b \), and \( c \) have the same value
\( V(c) = V(b) = V(a) = a \), thus they do not interfere.

It should be clear now why we advocate the out-of-SSA
translation previously introduced: introduce copies to ensure
the correctness, exploit the SSA properties to identify variables
that have the same value, and coalesce variables that do not
interfere. Because of our more accurate notion of interference,
there is no need to rebuild or update the interference graph,
no need to develop a special SSA-based coalescing algorithm
as in [3], no need to make a distinction between variables
that can be coalesced with Chaitin’s approach or not. What is
important is just to know if they interfere or not.

To make the interference definition complete, it remains to
define precisely when variables are live. In SSA, the status
of the \( \phi \)-function and its arguments is unclear because they
live beyond the dominance tree. However, after Step 1 (the
introduction of the variables \( a' \)) and their coalescing into one
unique node, the code is in CSSA and could be translated
directly into standard code. The liveness of this unique node
is thus precisely defined: its live range is the union of the live
range of its constituting elements, using traditional liveness
definition for standard code. In other words, it lives from the
output of each parallel copy in the predecessor block to the
input of the parallel copy where the \( \phi \)-function exists. Also,
to check the intersection with other variables, it is sufficient
to check the intersection at the parallel copies locations.

Note that our notion of values is limited to the live ranges
of SSA variables, as we consider that each \( \phi \)-function defines
a new variable. We could propagate information through a \( \phi \-
function when its arguments are equivalent (same value). But,
we would face the complexity of general value numbering. By
comparison, our equality test in SSA comes for free.

B. Coalescing \( \phi \)-related copies as well as standard copies

As discussed earlier, the out-of-SSA translation is nothing
but a traditional aggressive coalescing problem, i.e., with no
constraints on the number of colors. If all copies are initially
inserted, as in Method I of Sreedhar et al., any sophisticated
technique can be used. In particular, it is possible to use
weights to treat in priority the copies placed in inner loops:
this reduces the number of static and of dynamically-executed
copies. Sreedhar et al. do not use weights. We use classic
profile information to get basic block frequencies. Note how-
ever that this weight may be slightly under-estimated: in some
cases, there may be an additional copy if a swap is needed
when sequentializing a parallel copy (see Section III-C).
If copies are inserted on the fly, as in Method III of Sreedhar et al., the copy variables \( a' \) are created only when needed, but reasoning as if they were available. We call this process virtualization (see Section IV-C). To make this possible, \( \phi \)-functions are considered one after the other, thus copies are coalesced in this particular \( \phi \)-function by \( \phi \)-function order. Also, Sreedhar et al. use a deferred copy insertion mechanism that, even if not expressed in these terms, amounts to build some maximal independent set of variables (i.e., that do not interfere), which are then coalesced. This gives indeed slightly better results than reasoning one copy at a time. In our virtualized version, we also process one \( \phi \)-function at a time, but simply consider its related copies by decreasing weight.

We also address the problem of copy sharing. Consider again the example of two successive copies \( b = a \) and \( c = a \). We have seen that, thanks to our definition of value, the fact that \( b \) is live at the definition of \( c \) does not imply that \( b \) and \( c \) interfere. Suppose however that \( a \) (after some other coalescing) interferes with \( b \) and \( c \). Then, no coalescing can occur although coalescing \( b \) and \( c \) would save one copy, by “sharing” the copy of \( a \). Similar practical situations, due to calling convention constraints, are given in [18]. This sharing problem is difficult to model and optimize (the problem of placing copies is even worse), but we can optimize it a bit. We coalesce two variables \( b \) and \( c \) if they are both copies of the same variable \( a \) and if their live ranges intersect (note: if their live ranges are disjoint, such a coalescing may be incorrect as it would increase the live range of the dominating variable, possibly creating some interference not taken into account). Section III-E measures the effects of this important post-optimization, which is a direct by-product of our value-based interference definition.

C. Sequentialization of parallel copies

During the whole algorithm, we treat the copies placed at a given program point as parallel copies, which are indeed the semantics of \( \phi \)-functions. This gives several benefits: a simpler implementation, in particular for defining and updating liveness sets, a more symmetric implementation, and fewer constraints for the coalescer. However, at the end of the process, we need to go back to standard code, i.e., write the final copies in some sequential order.

In most cases, a simple order of copies can be found, but sometimes more copies are needed (more precisely, one for each cyclic permutation, with no duplication) into one additional variable. Conceptually, the technique is simple but it is more tricky to derive a fast implementation. We designed a fast sequentialization algorithm that requires the minimum number of copies. We realized afterward that a similar algorithm has already been proposed by C. May [29]. Nevertheless, for completeness, we give here a detailed description of the algorithm as well as the complete pseudo-code (Algorithm 1).

Consider the directed graph \( G \) whose vertices are the variables involved in the parallel copy and with an edge from \( a \) to \( b \) whenever there is a copy from \( a \) to \( b \) (we write \( a \mapsto b \)). This graph has the following key property: each vertex has a unique incoming edge, the copy that defines it (a parallel copy \( b \mapsto a, c \mapsto a \) is possible but only if \( V(b) = V(c) \) in which case one of the copies can be removed). Thus, \( G \) has a particular structure: each connected component is a circuit (possibly reduced to one vertex) and each vertex of the circuit can be the root of a directed tree. The copies of the tree edges can be sequentialized starting from the leaves, copying a variable to its successors before overwriting it with its final value. Once these tree copies are scheduled, it remains to consider the circuit copies. If at least one vertex of the circuit was the root of a tree, it has already been copied somewhere, otherwise, we copy one of the circuit vertices into a new variable. Then, the copies of the circuit can be sequentialized, starting with the copy into this “saved” vertex and back along the circuit edges. The last copy is done by moving the saved value in the right variable. Thus, we generate the same number of copies as expressed by the parallel copy, except possibly one additional copy for each circuit with no tree edge, i.e., no duplication of variable. For example, for the parallel copy \( (a \mapsto b, b \mapsto c, c \mapsto a, c \mapsto d) \), there is one circuit \( (a, b, c) \) and an edge from \( c \) to \( d \), so we generate the copies \( d = c, c = a, a = b, \) and \( b = d \) (and not \( b = c \)).

Algorithm 1 emulates a traversal of \( G \) (without building it), allowing to overwrite a variable as soon as it is saved in some other variable. When a variable \( a \) is copied in a variable \( b \), the algorithm remembers \( b \) as the last location where the initial value of \( a \) is available. This information is stored into \( \text{loc}(a) \). The initial value that must be copied into \( b \) is stored in \( \text{pred}(b) \). The initialization consists in identifying the variables whose values are not needed (tree leaves), which are stored in the list \( \text{ready} \). The list \( \text{to}_\text{do} \) contains the destination of all copies to be treated. Copies are first treated by considering leaves (while loop on the list \( \text{ready} \)). Then, the \( \text{to}_\text{do} \) list is considered, ignoring copies that have already been treated, possibly breaking a circuit with no duplication, thanks to an extra copy into the fresh variable \( n \).

D. Handling register renaming constraints

Register renaming constraints, such as calling conventions or dedicated registers, are treated with pinned variables [18]. A pinned variable is a SSA variable pre-coalesced to another variable or pre-allocated to an architectural register [19]. To avoid interferences, we first ensure that a pinned variable has a short live range spanning no more than the constraining instruction. This is achieved by splitting the live ranges of pinned variables with parallel copies inserted just before and after the constraining instructions. These parallel copies are then coalesced just like the copies related to the \( \phi \)-functions.

Pre-allocated variables require a special treatment, as two variables pre-allocated to different architectural registers must not be coalesced. So all variables pre-allocated to a given register are first pre-coalesced together, and the corresponding congruence class is labeled by this register. Next, when checking the interference between two congruence classes, we first check if they are labeled with two different registers. If yes, they are considered to be interfering.
E. Qualitative experiments

The experiments were done on the SPEC CINT2000 benchmarks (with the exception of the C++ benchmark eon) compiled at aggressive optimization level, using the Open64-based production compiler for the STMicroelectronics ST200 VLIW family. This compiler was directly connected to the STMicroelectronics JIT compiler for CLI [9], which implements the out-of-SSA techniques proposed in this paper, the techniques of Sreedhar et al. [3], and also the fast liveness checking for SSA [16]. This experimental setup ensures that algorithms are the congruence classes of a and b, i.e., the set of coalesced variables that contain a and b (see Section II-B). In case of coalescing, X and Y will be merged into a larger class.

Intersect X and Y can be coalesced if no variables x ∈ X and y ∈ Y have intersecting live ranges.

Sreedhar I This is Sreedhar et al. SSA-based coalescing: X and Y can be coalesced if there is no pair of variables (x, y) ∈ (X × Y) \{(a, b)\} whose live ranges intersect: (a, b) is not checked as a and b have the same value.

Chaitin X and Y can be coalesced if no variables x ∈ X and y ∈ Y are such that x is live at the definition of y and this definition is not a copy x → y (or the converse).

Value X and Y can be coalesced if no variables x ∈ X and y ∈ Y interfere following our value-based interference definition, i.e., their live ranges intersect and have a different value, as explained in Section III-A.

Sreedhar III This is the virtualization mechanism used in Method III of Sreedhar et al. Copies are inserted, considering one ϕ-function at a time, as explained in Section III-B. We added the SSA-based coalescing of Method I, which is useless for ϕ-related copies, but not for copies due to register renaming constraints.

Value + IS This is Value, extended with a quick search for an independent set of variables, for each ϕ-function, as in Sreenhah III.

Sharing This is Value + IS, followed by our copy sharing mechanism, see Section III-B. If c is live just after the copy a → b and V(c) = V(a), i.e., a and c have the same value, then, denoting Z the congruence class of c. 1) if Y = Z and Y ≠ X, the copy a → b is redundant and can be removed; 2) if X, Y, and Z are all different, and if Y and Z can be coalesced (following the Value rule), the copy a → b can be removed after coalescing Y and Z because c has already the right value.

Figure 5 gives, for each variant, the ratio of number of remaining static copies compared to the less accurate technique (Intersect). Comparing the cost of remaining “dynamic” copies, computed with a static estimate of the basic block frequencies, gives similar results. The first four variants show what is gained when using a more and more accurate definition of interferences (from Intersect to Value). It is interesting to note, again, that Sreedhar I is quite inefficient as, for example, it cannot coalesce two congruence classes X and Y if X × Y contains two pairs of intersecting copy-related variables. Introducing variables on the fly as in Method III avoids this problem as only copies that cannot be removed by the SSA-based coalescing are introduced (but, in [3], it is not tuned to optimize weighted moves). Also, the independent set search integrated in this method improves the results compared to Value, which is the basic version with our value-based interference. If this independent set search is also added to Value, our technique outperforms Sreedhar III (version Value + IS). The last variant, Sharing, shows that we can go even further with our additional sharing mechanism.

These experiments confirm that the decomposition of the problem into the insertion of parallel copies followed by coalescing with an accurate identification of values is sufficient to obtain the best code quality so far. In addition, it is also a clean and flexible solution because, with our intrinsic value-based interference definition, the fact that two variables can be coalesced does not depend on the way we introduce copies, whether before coalescing as in Method I or on the fly as in Method III. Also, with less programming effort, we can do slightly better than Sreedhar III in terms of quality of results. More importantly, since our approach separates the correctness
and the quality of results from how coalescing is implemented, we can focus on algorithm speed and memory footprint. These two points are addressed in the next section.

IV. MAKING IT FAST AND LESS MEMORY-CONSUMING

Implementing the technique of Section III may be too costly. First, it inserts many instructions before realizing most are useless, and copy insertion is time-consuming. It introduces many new variables, too. The size of the variable universe has an impact on the liveness analysis and the interference graph construction. Also, if a general coalescing algorithm is used, a graph representation with adjacency lists (in addition to the bit matrix) and a working graph to explicitly merge nodes when coalescing variables, would be required. All these constructions, updates, manipulations are time-consuming and memory-consuming. We may improve the whole process by:

a) avoiding the use of a working graph and of an interference graph, relying nevertheless on classic liveness sets;

b) replacing the quadratic time complexity interference check between congruence classes by a linear complexity algorithm;

c) replacing classic liveness set computation by fast liveness checking for SSA;

d) emulating (“virtualizing”) the introduction of the \( \phi \)-related copies, as in Method III of Sreedhar et al.

If an interference graph is available, it is not clear whether using an additional working graph is much more expensive or not, but, in the context of aggressive coalescing, both Chaitin [23] and Sreedhar et al. [3] preferred not to use one. To get rid of it, Sreedhar et al. manipulate congruence classes, that is, sets of variables that are already coalesced together. Then, two variables can be coalesced if their corresponding congruence classes do not contain two interfering variables, one in each congruence class. This quadratic number of variable-to-variable interference tests might be expensive. In this section, we briefly survey methods to detect if two live ranges intersect.

A. Live-range intersection tests

As discussed in Section III-A, our notion of interference relies on a double test, one for live range intersection, and the other for equality of values. The next section explains how to check, with this interference notion, whether two congruence classes interfere or not. In this section, we briefly survey methods to detect if two live ranges intersect.

The classic method builds live-in and live-out sets for each basic block using data-flow analysis. A refinement is to build the sets only for the global variables (variables that are live along some control-flow edge). The live range intersection graph can then be built, either lazily or completely, by traversing each basic block backward. This computation is fairly expensive and its results are easily invalidated by program transformations. As a result, the Method III of Sreedhar et al., spends significant efforts to update the live-in and live-out sets. The fact that sequential copies are used instead of parallel copies makes this update even more complicated.

Budimlic et al. [15] proposed an intersection test that avoids the need for an interference graph. It uses the SSA properties and liveness information at the basic block boundaries. Precisely, two SSA variables intersect if and only if the variable whose definition dominates the definition of the other is live at this second definition point. Thus, either it is live-in for this basic block or defined earlier in the same block. If it is live-out, the two live ranges intersect, otherwise a backward
traversal of the block is needed to decide. Therefore, this test avoids the use of an interference graph but requires the storage of the liveness sets and performs basic block traversals. These traversals can be avoided if def-use chains are available.

Recently, Boissinot et al. [16] proposed a fast liveness check for SSA that answers whether a given variable is live at a given program location. This technique does not require liveness sets but relies on pre-computed data-structures that only depend on the control flow graph. These data-structures are thus still valid even if instructions are moved, introduced, or removed.

For testing if two SSA variables interfere, it is enough to check if one variable is live at the definition of the other.

We will not detail these different intersection tests any further. In the next section, they are used as a black box for developing an algorithm that checks interference between two congruence classes with a linear number of interference tests.

B. Linear interference test between two congruence classes
(with extension to value-based interferences)

Sections III-A and III-C presented two of our main contributions, the notion of value-based interference and the method to sequentialize parallel copies. We now present our third main contribution: how to efficiently perform an interference test between two sets of already-coalesced variables (congruence classes in Sreedhar et al. terminology). Suppose that the two tests needed to decide if two SSA variables interfere – the live range intersection test (Section IV-A) and the “has-the-same-value” test (Section III-A) – are available as black boxes. To replace the quadratic number of tests by a linear number of tests, we simplify and generalize the dominance-forest technique proposed by Budimlić et al. [15]. Our contributions are: a) we avoid constructing explicitly the dominace forest; b) we are also able to check for interference between two sets; c) we extend this check to support value-based interferences.

Given a set of variables, Budimlić et al. define its dominance forest as a graph forest where the ancestors of a variable are exactly the variables of the set that dominate it (i.e., whose definition point dominates the definition point of the other). The key idea of their algorithm is that the set contains two intersecting variables if and only if it contains a variable that intersects with its parent in the dominance forest. So they just traverse the dominance forest and check the live range intersection for each of its edges. Instead of constructing explicitly the dominance forest, we propose to represent each congruence class as a list of variables ordered according to a pre-DFS order < of the dominance tree (i.e., the depth-first search where each node is ordered before its successors). Then, because querying if a variable is an ancestor of another one can be achieved in $O(1)$ (a simple dominance test), simulating the stack of a recursive traversal of the dominance forest is straightforward. Thus, as in [15], we can derive a linear-time intersection test for a set of variables (Algorithm 2).

Now consider two intersection-free sets (two congruence classes of non-intersecting variables) blue and red. To coalesce them, there should be no intersection between any two variables. We proceed as if the two sets were merged and apply the previous technique. The only difference is that we omit the intersection tests if two variables are in the same set: in Line 10 of Algorithm 2, the intersect query should check if parent and current belong to a different list.

Algorithm 2: Check intersection in a set of variables

Data: List of variables list sorted according to a pre-DFS order of the dominance tree

Output: Returns true if the list contains an interference

1. dom ← empty_stack; /* stack of the traversal */
2. i ← 0;
3. while $i < \text{list.size()}$ do
4. current ← list(i++);
5. other ← dom.top(); /* null if dom is empty */
6. while (other ≠ null) and dominate(other, current) = false do
7. dom.pop(); /* not the desired parent, remove */
8. other ← dom.top(); /* consider next one */
9. parent ← other;
10. if (parent ≠ null) and (intersect(current, parent) = true) then return true; /* intersection detected */
11. dom.push(current); /* otherwise, keep checking */
12. return false;

Also, because each set is represented as an ordered list, traversing two lists in order is straightforward. We just progress in the right list, according to the pre-DFS order < of the dominance tree. We use two indices $i_r$ and $i_b$ and replace Lines 2-4 of the previous algorithm by the following lines:

```
\text{if } i_r < \text{red.size()} \text{ or } i_b < \text{blue.size()} \text{ do}
  \text{if } i_r = \text{red.size()} \text{ or } (i_r < \text{red.size()} \text{ and } i_b < \text{blue.size()}) \text{ and } \text{blue}(i_b) < \text{red}(i_r) \text{ then current ← blue}(i_b++) ;
\text{else current ← red}(i_r++) ;
```

The last refinement is to extend our intersection technique to an interference test that accounts for value equalities. Suppose that $b$ is the parent of $a$ in the dominance forest. In the previous algorithm, the induction hypothesis is that the subset of already-visited variables is intersection-free. Then, if $c$ is an already-visited variable, the fact that $b$ and $a$ do not intersect guarantees that $c$ and $a$ do not intersect, otherwise the intersection of $b$ and $c$ would have already been detected. However, for interferences with value equalities, this is no longer true. The variable $c$ may intersect $b$ but if they have the same value, they do not interfere. The consequence is that, now, $a$ and $c$ may intersect even if $a$ and $b$ do not intersect. However, if $a$ does not intersect $b$ and any of the variables it intersects, then $a$ does not intersect any of the already-visited variables. To speed up such a test and to avoid checking intersection between variables in the same set, we keep track of one additional information: for each variable $a$, we store the nearest ancestor of $a$ that has the same value and that intersects it. We call it the “equal intersecting ancestor” of $a$. We assume that the equal intersecting ancestor is pre-computed within each set, denoted by equal_anc_in(a), and
we compute the equal intersecting ancestor in the opposite set, denoted by \(\text{equal\_anc\_out}(a)\). The skeleton of the algorithm for interference test with value equalities is the same as for Algorithm 2, with the patch to progress along the lists \(\text{red}\) and \(\text{blue}\), and where the call Line 10 is now an interference test (Function \text{interference}). The principle of the algorithm is apparent in the pseudo-code. Two equal intersecting ancestors, in and out, are used to make sure that the test \text{intersect}(a, b), which runs a possibly expensive intersection test, is performed only if \(a\) and \(b\) belong to different sets.

### Function update\_equal\_anc\_out\((a, b)\)

**Data:** Variables \(a\) and \(b\), same value, but in different sets  
**Output:** Set nearest intersecting ancestor of \(a\), in other set, with same value (null if does not exist)

1. \(\text{tmp} \leftarrow b\);  
2. while \((\text{tmp} \neq \text{null})\) and \((\text{intersect}(a, \text{tmp}) \neq \text{false})\) do  
   3. \(\text{tmp} \leftarrow \text{equal\_anc\_in}(\text{tmp})\); /* follow the chain of equal intersecting ancestors in the other set */  
4. \(\text{equal\_anc\_out}(a) \leftarrow \text{tmp}; /* \text{tmp} intersects \(a\) or null */

### Function chain\_intersect\((a, b)\)

**Data:** Variables \(a\) and \(b\), different value, but in different sets  
**Output:** Returns true if \(a\) intersects \(b\) or one of its equal intersecting ancestors in the same set

1. \(\text{tmp} \leftarrow b\);  
2. while \((\text{tmp} \neq \text{null})\) and \((\text{intersect}(a, \text{tmp}) \neq \text{false})\) do  
   3. \(\text{tmp} \leftarrow \text{equal\_anc\_in}(\text{tmp})\); /* follow the chain of equal intersecting ancestors */  
4. if \(\text{tmp} = \text{null}\) then return false else return true;

### Function interference\((a, b)\)

**Data:** A variable \(a\) and its parent \(b\) in the dominance tree  
**Output:** Returns true if \(a\) interferes (i.e., intersects and has a different value) with an already-visited variable. Also, update equal\_anc information  
/* \(a\) and \(b\) are assumed to not be equal to null */

1. if \((\text{equal\_anc\_out}(a) \neq \text{null})\) then /* initialization */  
   2. if \((a\) and \(b\) are in the same set) then  
      3. \(b \leftarrow \text{equal\_anc\_out}(b); /* check/update in other set */\)  
   4. if \((\text{value}(a) \neq \text{value}(b))\) then  
      5. \(\text{return} \text{chain\_intersect}(a, b); /* check with \(b\) and its equal intersecting ancestors in the other set */\)  
   6. else  
      7. \(\text{update_equal\_anc\_out}(a, b); /* update equal intersecting ancestor going up in the other set */\)  
   8. \(\text{return} \text{false}; /* no interference */\)

Note that once a list is empty and the stack does not contain any element of this list, there is no more intersection or updates to make. Thus, the algorithm should be stopped, i.e., the while loop condition in Algorithm 2 can be replaced by:

```plaintext
while \((i_r < \text{red\_size}() \text{ and } n_r > 0)\) or \((i_b < \text{blue\_size}() \text{ and } n_b > 0)\) or \((i_r < \text{red\_size}() \text{ and } i_b < \text{blue\_size}())\)
```

where \(n_r\) (resp. \(n_b\)) are variables that count the number of stack elements that come from the list \(\text{red}\) (resp. \(\text{blue}\)). Finally, in case of coalescing, the two lists are merged into a unique ordered list (takes linear time, using a similar joined traversal), while the equal intersecting ancestor \(\text{equal\_anc\_in}(a)\) for the combined set is updated to the maximum (following the pre-DFS order <) of \(\text{equal\_anc\_in}(a)\) and \(\text{equal\_anc\_out}(a)\).

### C. Virtualization of the \(\phi\)-nodes

Implementation of the whole procedure, as described in Section III, starts by introducing many new variables \(a_i'\) (one for each argument of a \(\phi\)-function, plus its result) and copies in the basic block of the \(\phi\)-function and in its predecessors. These variables are immediately coalesced together, into what we call a \(\phi\)-node, and stored into a congruence class. Nevertheless, in the data structures used (interference graph, liveness sets, variable name universe, parallel copy instructions, congruence classes), these variables exist and consume memory and time, even if at the end, after coalescing, they may disappear.

To avoid the introduction of these initial variables and copies, our inspiration comes from the Method III of Sreedhar et al., which emulates the whole process and introduces copies on the fly, only when they appear to be required. We want our implementation to be clean and able to handle all the special cases without tricks. For that purpose, we use exactly the same algorithms as for the solution without virtualization. We use a special location in the code, identified as a “virtual” parallel copy, where the real copies, if any, will be placed. The original arguments (resp. results) of a \(\phi\)-function are then assumed, initially, to have a “use” (resp. “def”) in the parallel copy but are not considered as live-out (resp. live-in) along the corresponding control flow edge. Then, the algorithm selects the copies to coalesce, following some order, either a real copy or a virtual copy. If it turns out that a virtual copy \(a_i \leftrightarrow a_i'\) (resp. \(a_i' \leftrightarrow a_0\)) cannot be coalesced, it is materialized in the parallel copy and \(a_i'\) (resp. \(a_0''\)) becomes explicit in its congruence class. The corresponding \(\phi\)-operand is replaced and the use of \(a_i'\) (resp. def of \(a_0'\)) is now assumed to be on the corresponding control flow edge. This way, only copies that the first approach would finally leave uncoalesced are introduced.

The key point to make the emulation of copy insertion possible is that one should never have to test an interference with a variable that is not yet materialized or coalesced. For that reason, \(\phi\)-functions are treated one by one, and all virtual copies that imply a variable of the \(\phi\)-function are considered (either coalesced or materialized) before examining any other copy. The weakness of this approach is that a global coalescing algorithm cannot be used because only a partial view of the interference structure is available to the algorithm. However, the algorithm can still be guided by the weight of copies, i.e., the dynamic count associated to the block where it would be placed if not coalesced. The rest is only a matter of accurate implementation, but once again intrinsically this is nothing else than emulating these copies and variables.
D. Results in terms of speed and memory footprint

To measure the potential of our different contributions, in terms of speed-up and memory footprint reduction, we implemented a generic out-of-SSA translation that enables to evaluate different combinations. We selected the following:

**Us I** Simple coalescing with no virtualization, but different techniques for checking interferences and liveness.

**Sreedhar III** Method III of Sreedhar et al. (thus with virtualization) complemented by their SSA-based coalescing for non-\(\phi\)-related copies. Both use an interference graph stored as a bit-matrix and liveness sets as ordered sets.

**Us III** Our implementation of virtualization of \(\phi\)-related copies followed by coalescing of other copies. This implementation is generic enough to support various options: with parallel or sequential copies, with/without interference graph, with/without liveness sets. Hence, its implementation is less tuned than Sreedhar III.

By default, Us III and Us I use an interference graph and classic liveness sets. The options are:

**InterCheck** No interference graph: intersections are checked using dominance and the liveness sets as in [15].

**InterCheck+LiveCheck** No interference graph and no liveness sets: intersections are checked with the fast liveness checking algorithm of [16], see Section IV-A.

**Linear+InterCheck+LiveCheck** In addition, our linear intersection check is used instead of the quadratic one.

When an interference graph, liveness sets, or liveness checking are used, timings include their construction. Figure 6 shows the timings for these different variants versus Sreedhar III as a baseline. InterCheck always slows down the execution, while LiveCheck and Linear always speedup the execution by a significant ratio. A very interesting result is that the simple SSA-based coalescing algorithm without any virtualization is as fast as the complex algorithm with virtualization. Indeed, when using Linear+InterCheck+LiveCheck, adding first all copies and corresponding variables before coalescing them, does not have the negative impact measured by Sreedhar et al. any longer. Hence Us I+Linear+InterCheck+LiveCheck provides a quite attractive solution, which is about twice faster than Sreedhar III. Also, thanks to our interference definition with equality of values, the quality (in terms of copies) of the generated code does not depend on the virtualization, unlike in methods by Sreedhar et al.

Figure 7 shows the memory footprint used for the interference graph and the liveness sets. The variable universe used for liveness and interference information is restricted to the \(\phi\)-related and copy-related variables.
Liveness sets are stored as ordered sets. Measured provides the measured footprint of the liveness sets, without counting those used in liveness construction. As for the interference graph, liveness sets are modified by Sreedhar III or Us III. Since the number of simultaneous live variables does not change, their sizes remain roughly the same. Because the use of ordered sets instead of bit-sets is arguable, we evaluated the corresponding footprint of liveness sets, for a perfect memory, by counting the size of each set. For bit-sets, we evaluated the footprint using the formula $\mathbb{E} \cdot \#\text{variables} / 8 \times \#\text{basicblocks} \times 2$.

Liveness checking uses two bit-sets per basic block, plus a few other sets during construction. These sets are measured in the memory footprint. A perfect memory is evaluated using the formula $\mathbb{E} \cdot \#\text{variables} / 8 \times \#\text{basicblocks} \times 2$.

The results show that the main gain comes from the removal of the interference graph. We point out that the memory used for liveness sets construction is difficult to optimize and might lead to a very large memory footprint in practice. On the other hand, the liveness checking data structures depend only on the control flow graph. Our statistics favor the classic liveness sets, as the memory usage for their construction has been omitted, while the memory usage for the liveness checking has been kept. As an illustration, in our compiler, the memory footprint for the liveness sets construction is of the same order of magnitude as for the interference graph construction.

In conclusion, Us I+Linear+InterCheck+LiveCheck is a simple and clean solution, as it avoids the complexity of the implementation of virtualization. Yet it leads to a memory footprint about 10 times smaller than Sreedhar III.

V. Conclusions

We revisited the out-of-SSA translation techniques for the purposes of ensuring correctness, quality of generated code, and efficiency (speed and memory footprint) of implementation. This work is motivated by the use of the SSA form in JIT compilers for embedded processors. The techniques proposed by Sreedhar et al. [3] fix the correctness issues of previous algorithms, allow critical edges in the control flow graph, and produce code of good quality. However, their optimized version (Method III) is hard to implement correctly when dealing with branch instructions that use or define variables. The technique proposed by Budimlić et al. [15] is geared towards speed, as it relies on dominance for the fast intersection of SSA live ranges and introduces dominance forests for finding intersections in a set of SSA variables in linear time. This technique does not allow critical edges in the control flow graph and is difficult to implement correctly. Still, the idea to optimistically coalesce variables with a rough but cheap filtering, then decoalesce interfering variables within the obtained congruence classes, is interesting. This coalescing scheme is orthogonal to and compatible with our techniques. We significantly advanced the understanding of out-of-SSA translation by reformulating it as an aggressive coalescing problem applied to the CSSA program resulting from Method I of Sreedhar et al. Our key insight, supported by our experiments, is that interferences must be considered as intersection refined with value equivalence for any out-of-SSA translation to be effective. Thanks to the SSA structural properties, computing the value equivalence comes at no cost. This leads to a solution that is provably-correct, generic, easy to implement, and that can benefit from register allocation techniques. In particular, our implementation also coalesces copies inserted before the out-of-SSA translation to satisfy register renaming constraints (dedicated registers, calling conventions, etc.).

Then, we generalized the idea of dominance forests of Budimlić et al., first to enable interference checking between two congruence classes, then to take into account the equality of values. In addition, our implementation is much simpler as we do not explicitly build the dominance forest. The reduced number of SSA variable intersection tests that results from this technique enables more expensive intersection checks that do not rely on liveness sets or explicit interference graph.

Last, we developed a solution, similar to Method III of Sreedhar et al., for the virtualization of the $\phi$-related copies, i.e., to introduce variables and copies on the fly, only when their insertion is decided. Surprisingly, unlike for Sreedhar et al. methods, our experiments performed on the SPEC CINT2000 benchmarks show that virtualization, which is hard to implement, does not bring any clear benefit in terms of speed and memory consumption. This is because, thanks to fast liveness checking [16] and our linear-complexity intersection test, we do not need any interference graph or liveness sets. Also, with value-based interference, virtualization is equivalent in terms of code quality, in other words, inserting all copies first does not degrade coalescing. Our out-of-SSA translation algorithm, without virtualization, outperforms the speed of Method III of Sreedhar et al. by a factor of 2, reduces the memory footprint by a factor of 10, while ensuring comparable or better copy coalescing abilities. However, we point out that, so far, we handle register renaming constraints with explicit copy insertions. It is possible that virtualization of such copy insertions is useful. This is left for future work.
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